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WELCOME TO MONERO

WHAT IS MONERO?
Monero [XMR] is a brand new uprising crypto currency which originates
from Bit monero.
Being the fork of Bytecoin, Monero (XMR) is an anonymous and
decentralized cryptocurrency with CryptoNight (64-bit CPU-only) PoW
hash algorithm and based on CryptoNote protocol.
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WHO WE ARE ?
Monero Investment is a company that was established on the
12th of May, 2014, in New York. It is the first and only public
reporting company offering a portfolio of digital assets,
technologies, and consulting services to the blockchain and
cryptocurrency markets.

The company is the trusted advisor and source shepherding the
industry by partnering with financial institutions, and individuals
around the world.

We are the experts in information security, and we’re here
to meet the toughest requirements. Our years of
experience and solid professional knowledge sets us apart
from the rest.
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WHO WE ARE ?
The rise of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies has forced us to rethink what money is and what it can be.

In July 2017, The Monero and The Monero investment united. It was our first partnership. Monero is based on the CryptoNote
protocol and possesses significant algorithmic differences relating to blockchain obfuscation.

We are also glad to say that on August 15, 2017, we created the new payment system where you can have control over
your money. We look forward to making our first public presentation at Ewallet Monero.

E-WALLET MONERO
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OUR MISSION

We believe in a future where trusted financial
service providers will be replaced by software
and consumer devices. Our mission is to give
users powerful new capabilities and 100%
control over their own money. Ewallet Monero
is building the products to do just that.

E-WALLET MONERO

We want to develop the world’s best payment
system for blockchain and other cryptographic
technologies and business
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OUR VISION

Many blockchain companies do proofs-of-concept.
Ewallet Monero moves beyond proof-of-concept into
design, development, and delivery of real-world
applications.

E-WALLET MONERO

We approach private blockchain construction in pursuit of the same end

goal that has guided our work on public blockchains: making digital
currencies function as mature systems with enterprise-scale tools.
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OUR
SERVICES

OUR UNIQUE SERVICES
Monero’s blockchain architecture demonstrates immunity to hacking risks. The blockchain is not an interconnected series of individual accounts, but keep
record of past transactions.

UNTRACEABLE

UNLINKABLE

SECURE

PRIVATE

Unlike most of the digital coins, Monero

Being a great feature, untreaceability

Like any other digital currency, Monero is

Besides other features, privacy is

uses a special technology called “ring

doesn’t protect a receiver from defining

cryptographically secured. Though, the

basically provided with the idea of

signatures” that shuffles users’ public

his or her balance through inspecting

peculiarity of algorithm consists in

anonymous transactions without any

keys to eliminate the possibility to identify

ingoing messages to the user’s public

tremendous computational and electric

obligations to cooperate with third

a particular user.

address. Therefore, Monero employs a

capabilities that a hacker would need to

parties. Monero is based on

specific protocol which generates

even try to steal your funds.

cryptography that has lots of muddling

multiple unique one-time addresses that

To put it in a nutshell, your wallet is

factors in its arsenal, making it difficult to

can only be linked by the payment

unbreakable.

detect whom transactions belong to.
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receiver and are unfeasible to be

revealed through blockhain analysis..
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MONERO HISTORY

APRIL/MAY 2014

JUNE 2014

CORE TEAM

MNEMONICS

The 7 people you know today as the Monero

Inspired by Electrum's mnemonic seed,

Core Team didn't know each other, and

Monero added mnemonic seeds early on in

came together by chance when they took

development. This is fundamental to having

Monero over from thankful for today.

easily-secured wallets.

JULY/AUGUST 2014

ATTACKED
Sophisticated

attackers

with

the

intimate knowledge of the Monero
codebase launch two attacks against
Monero, the second causing a 30minute network fork. Both attacks are

thwarted with quick patches.
E-WALLET MONERO
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MONERO HISTORY

SEMPTEMBER 2014

OPENALIAS
In line with the stated Monero goal of
creating something that is both useful and
usable,

the

OpenAlias

standard

is

introduced. Long complex addresses are
reduced to simplicity

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2014

CHEAPER FEES
In order to reduce the transaction fees
to a usable level, Monero added perkb

fees,

making

significantly cheaper!

E-WALLET MONERO

transactions

AUGUST 2017

E-WALLET MONERO STARTS
We are glad to say that on August 15, 2017, we
created the new payment system where you have
more control over your money. We look forward to
making our first public presentation at Ewallet
Monero.
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“HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT WHAT
IT WOULD BE LIKE ,OWN YOUR LIFE ?”
“E-wallet Monero gives you the opportunity to invest in cryptocurrency and get bonuses from
your references”

DAILY INTEREST & REFERENCE BONUSES

Daily Interest

Direct Reference
Bonuses

50 $ - 499 $

%0.85

%6

%6

%25.5

500 $ - 1.999 $

%0.85

%8

%8

%25.5

2.000 $ - 4.999 $

%0.85

%10

%10

%25.5

5.000 $ - 9.999 $

%0.85

%12

%12

%25.5

10.000 $ - ……

%0.85

%15

%15

%25.5

Monero Based Dollar Value

Matching Bonuses Monthly Bonus Gain

Direct reference and matching bonuses are awarded deposit of the users you refer to

Daily interest bonuses are displayed on your backoffice every 24 hours
Referral and matching bonuses percentages are calculated according to the dollar amount of the Monero you deposited as seen in the chart above

E-WALLET MONERO
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DAILY INTEREST
MONERO INVESTMENT wants to present ewalletmonero.org all around the world as a fast and safe payment system with the power of
Blockchain and Monero. E-wallet Monero aims to expand the usage of the wallet globally by providing a daily interest reward and a special
referral program.

Ewallet Monero assures you that you will receive 0.85% daily interest on your deposit as long as you use the wallet for the
limited project time of 3 years.

Ewalletmonero.org is a wallet of Monero coin and its payment system. ewalletmonero.org also enables you to buy & sell Monero. Users can
get benefit from the daily interest rewards and referral bonuses as long as they hold their Monero in their wallets.

E-WALLET MONERO
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BINARY MLM ORGANIZATION PLAN
MICHAEL

Your matching bonuses are reflected every day
depending on the deposit of the weaker branch of your
organization.
Users will continue to earn matching bonuses as long as
the project runs.

JANE
ROBERT

Example:

1)Which branch is weaker(LEFT)
2)How much total XMR is held at that branch(100 XMR)
3) What is your matching bonus percentage (%6)
4) What is your matching bonus this week(6 XMR).

YOU
ALEX

JOHN
E-WALLET MONERO

ANNA
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CAREER PLAN & PROJECT SHARES
CAREER
JADE
PEARL
SAPPHIRE
RUBY
EMERALD
DIAMOND
BLUE DIAMOND
GREEN DIAMOND
PURPLE DIAMOND
RED DIAMOND
BLACK DIAMOND
E-WALLET MONERO

Total Bonus

Project Shares

1 XMR
3 XMR
6 XMR
12 XMR
36 XMR
120 XMR
300 XMR
500 XMR
1000 XMR
2500 XMR
5000 XMR

1
3
6
12
36
120
300
500
1000
2500
5000
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LIFETIME INCOME

Ewalletmonero rewards members with project shares that help you to earn
commissions from every transaction fee all around the world.

You need to achieve and receive a certain amount of bonuses before you get
project share rewards.

E-WALLET MONERO
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HOW TO USE
MONERO

BASIC STEPS TO START

01

Slider

Content

Ads

WATCH THE PRESENTATION
You watched the presentation carefully. In the
presentation, we showed you how our company
works and what it is about to do in the future.
Referral and matching bonuses is explained clearly
in the previous pages.
Now, there are 3 more steps you need to follow
before you start earning money.

E-WALLET MONERO
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CREATE YOUR ACCOUNT

02

You can quickly register to the system and start
using your Monero Wallet with your reference
code. You also have a dollar account and a bitcoin
account in the wallet. You need to know that you
can buy and sell dollar, bitcoin, and Monero
respectively.

E-WALLET MONERO
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03

FIND MORE PARTNERS
Find more partners and earn more while you
help them earn thanks to the unique referral
bonus of E Wallet Monero.
Start earning more with partners you referred
with your code.

E-WALLET MONERO
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INVEST & START EARNING

04

Start earning daily rewards by
using E Wallet Monero.
Earn more by inviting them to use E
Wallet Monero
Don’t Forget! E Wallet Monero
offers this special bonuses for only
a limited 3-year period.

E-WALLET MONERO
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THANKS FOR WATCHING!
Don’t forget to rate this item and share your ideas!

Contact us:
88 Pine St (at Wall St) New York, NY
10005
+1 315 325-8482(+Telegram)
info@ewalletmonero.com

